UNIT 5: Which Cat best represents how you are feeling at the START of today’s Group Chat?

Image Description: A grid of 9 photos of cats.

Cat Image 1: A cat is staring sadly at itself in a tabletop vanity mirror.
Cat Image 2: A cat is lying on a bed face down on the blankets.
Cat Image 3: A cat is wrapped in a blanket, with only its head peeking out.
Cat Image 4: A very large cat is sitting on a couch, asleep.
Cat Image 5: A cat is raiding the refrigerator with its front paws and face hidden in the shelves.
Cat Image 6: A cat is sitting upright in a chair, with a children’s book on its lap.
Cat Image 7: A fluffy cat is sitting on the floor and looking disappointed.
Cat Image 8: A cat in a cage, with its teeth chewing one of the bars.
Cat Image 9: A cat is lying on the ground with an AirPod in its ear. It has a happy expression on its face.